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The Be Bear Aware Program is a partnership of wildlife agencies and organizations 
working together to increase human awareness and safety around bears and other 
wildlife.

dvirgovi
An excellent slide presentation on the Be Bear Aware Program developed by Gail Tunberg (Forest Service) and Chuck Bartlebaugh (Center for Wildlife Information).  40 pages.
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Here is an advertisement from Rubbermaid company claiming that by using this 
plastic product, food in you campsite will be safe from bears.  Don’t you believe it!
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The underlying message is that it is
“FUN and OK to get up close and personal with wild animals”,  

Including bears!
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OVER                                         is  spent on 
media messages that give the impression

it is ok to approach, feed and interact with wildlife. 

100 MILLION DOLLARS
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Many media outlets portray sensationalized and 
irresponsible images and messages to the public 

as it relates to human behavior around wild 
animals and their habitat.

Copyright 2002

This billboard was located adjacent to interstate 25 in Albuquerque, New Mexico for 
several weeks during the spring of 2002.  Chuck Bartlebaugh from the Center for 
Wildlife Information met with the bank manager and shared the Be Bear Aware 
message.  The manager said they had no idea that people might actually try to get 
close to a bear.  They removed the sign and have revised their messages at all bank 
branches.
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This is a local, regional, national, and 
international situation.

We have to work together to address this 
challenge.
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Resource agencies want 
the public to have a safe, 
responsible and enjoyable 
outdoor experience.
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People are injured and sometimes killed when they 
approach, feed, or touch wild animals.

Wild animals may suddenly, and without 
provocation feel threatened or frightened and 

may strike or attack! 
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This photographer got too close to a grizzly bear and was killed.  Notice the second 
headline stating that he was killed doing what he liked to do.  This suggests to reader 
that his death was okay because he died doing what he liked to do.  It is doubtful 
that his family feels this way.

This is just another example of the consequences of approaching wild animals and 
the media response when humans are injured or killed.

Remember, the media is spending millions of dollars each year to promote getting 
close to wildlife. 
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Feeding or making food available to bears only 
increases their dependency on humans. 

The likelihood that they will eventually harm 
someone or be destroyed also increases.  
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The purpose of this presentation is to:

1) Provide you with accurate, consistent messages you 
can use.

2) Ensure that the public reads and hears the same 
message from state to state

3) Encourage wildlife professionals to be the leaders 
in teaching the public about safety around bears 
and other wildlife species.                                     
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Black bear populations in North America are 
increasing.
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•Gateway communities, internal subdivisions and
mountain communities adjacent to forests are growing at
very rapid rates.

• Larger numbers of people (baby-boomers) are retiring.  

•Increasing development in and adjacent to forests, along
with an increase in recreational demands, is a recipe for
human/bear confrontations!
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When habituated, bears lose much of their natural 
avoidance and fear of people and can become 

aggressive and dangerous!
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This cartoon was printed on the editorial page of a major newspaper.  We do not 
want to see this become the normal bear food pyramid.
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• The nearly yearlong presence of people within large areas
of bear habitat are modifying bear behavior and agencies
are experiencing increased “nuisance bear” reports.  

• Bears are, in many cases, having to be destroyed and
more property damage, human injury and even deaths 
are being reported.
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Unfortunately, most of these situations, 
could have been avoided.  

The cost to State Wildlife Agencies is highly significant, not to 
mention the destruction of the animals and the human pain 

and suffering involved when injuries occur.
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• In 2001, the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
received over 130 phone calls and spent over $35,000
responding to the complaints.

• Thirty-five bears were moved and five were destroyed.

• There were an estimated 120 bears in this area!

• 2.4 million acres of primary bear habitat is within 3 miles 
of residential communities in New Mexico .

•This is multiplying across North America

FOR EXAMPLE in one state:
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From coast to coast human/wildlife interactions increase 
as wildlife re-establish themselves in metropolitan settings
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• a baby was taken from a stroller and killed by a black 
bear in New York.

• the first human fatality occurred in New Mexico.

• A woman was killed in Smokey Mountain National Park

Major incidents like these have changed how we 
view human/wildlife conflict.

In the last five years black bear attacks have increased:

• A woman in Arizona was attacked while sleeping in her 
tent and severely mauled.

This slide displays the consequences of increasing human and black bear 
populations, the added impact of an enduring drought and habituated bears.

Add statistics from your area for this slide.
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The cost to state and federal agencies in personnel
and equipment is significant and increasing.

The media have become keenly interested in reporting
bear stories, sometimes without adequate 

information
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The Center for Wildlife Information developed 
educational materials that were tested and distributed.

Partnerships for Success:

In 1998, Forest Service and the States of Arizona 
and New Mexico established the Southwest Be Bear Aware 
and Wildlife Stewardship program.

The concern and commitment from state and federal agencies to reduce the risk to 
human safety and increase awareness around wildlife was essential for the Be Bear 
Aware program to succeed in the Southwest.

Add the local history of Be Bear Aware in your area on this slide.
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We can and must do a better job in communicating 
accurate, consistent and timely information with 

each other and the public.
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The need for bear resistant containers is increasing. 
Coordinating waste management 

with local communities and agencies is the solution.

Agencies are working on certifications for containers to ensure that they are bear 
resistant.  There are very few practical containers available that can be considered 
“bear proof”.
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We must work together and take the lead to educate the public about 
the latest safety techniques to avoid encounters.

It is important to use clear graphics and text to reinforce key messages

This is called the “Bear-muda Triangle” by the Boy Scouts. It is important to use 
clear graphics and text to reinforce key safety messages.
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We must coordinate to 
identify areas where potential human/wildlife 

conflicts may occur and reduce the risk.

Management of problem or habituated bears must be closely coordinated among and 
between agencies and communities.  Identification of areas where bears are likely to 
become habituated, or receive food rewards requires increased coordination and 
communication.

This coordination includes recreation, wildlife, law enforcement, public affairs, 
environmental education, campground hosts and campground contractors at a 
minimum.
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May is Be Bear Aware 
Month

Join us in hosting a press 
conference in every state

Hold a Bear Awareness 
Workshop

College students serve 
as mentors, through 
The Wildlife Society 
and The Center For 
Wildlife Information.

Workshop outlines and instructors’ guides are available through the Forest Service, 
state game and fish departments and the Center for Wildlife Information.
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• USDA Forest Service

• Center For Wildlife Information

• International Association of Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies

• The Wildlife Society

• Wildlife Management Institute

• Western Association of Fish and
Wildlife Agencies  

These are the partners who are joining in the effort to develop clear, consistent and 
accurate messages that will increase awareness and public safety related to bears and 
other wildlife.
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WHAT YOU CAN DO

You can join us!

Anyone and everyone can be involved.  This is a grassroots program.  Community 
involvement is essential for success.
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• The public receives correct information

• The public receives consistent information no matter what 
agency they contact

• Wildlife professionals speak with one voice

Your participation ensures that:

Don’t assume the messages are accurate or that they are consistent.  Check them out.
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A Role Model Can Be An Awesome Thing.

Please Do Not Feed the Bears.Please Do Not Feed the Bears.Please Do Not Feed the Bears.

This poster is available through the artist, Bill Ross in Olympia, Washington.  It can 
be used with all age groups to help make our point.  For example, ask you audience 
what they think the young bear cub is learning from the mother bear.  Ask what they 
think the cub will be doing as it grows up.  Ask what they think the future of this 
bear cub is.  Ask them how they can help the cub grow up to be a healthy, wild bear.
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Displays featuring black bears and brown (grizzly) bears are available for purchase, 
or can be checked out by contacting the Center for Wildlife Information or the 
Southwestern Region of the Forest Service.
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Brochures featuring black bears were developed in 2002.  Previous Be Bear Aware 
materials featured both species.  These were developed for those areas where only 
black bears occur.  We found that in areas where only black bears are found, 
featuring two species confused the public.  One brochure features a Southwest 
theme.  Many tourists to the Southwest did not realize that Black bears can be found 
in the desert.
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“Wild wildlife – we can leave 
our children and their 
children no finer legacy.”

National spokesman for 
Be Bear Aware and 

Wildlife Stewardship Campaign


